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Nagoya in Japan — February 16, 2017 — 

To the press, 

 

【Thunderbolt Interactive Original Game 3rd Round】 

『Ooga-Chaka』Release announcement 

 

 

We, Thunderbolt Interactive Ltd, game software maker (Headquarters : Nagoya, CEO :Takeshi Yasuda) 
are proud to announce the release of our brand new mobile game « Ooga-Chaka » on the 17th of February 
on both the App Store and the Google Play store. 
 

App store URL： 

 https://geo.itunes.apple.com/jp/app/id1188955047 

Google Play URL： 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=air.jp.main.int.thunderbolt.saicachi2 

 

    
 

◆ 3rd puzzle game and sequel of « saicachi » 

Last year we, Thunderbolt, were very proud to see our then, recently released, original puzzle game « saicachi » hit 

the 1st place in in the « Education » application category on the Google Play Store. 

The title we announce hereby, inherit the praised calculation rules of our previous titles. 

« Ooga-Chaka » combines the inherited rule from « saicachi »: « No multiple of 3 » to a new fighting system arranged 

in a « clear to progress » stage architecture. 

The player will follow a round boy (Ooga-Chaka) from a remote southern island into a trip of 60 stages where many 

traps and enemies are awaiting, 

Furthermore, the currently buzzing, Nagoya based, boys-band « #Hashtag » will be at the center of our marketing 

campaign throughout the release! 

Videos of some of their most enjoyable sessions playing « Ooga-Chaka » will be viewable on our dedicated homepage, 

Facebook, and YouTube!  

We hope you will enjoy testing your skills on our math based puzzles while enjoying the design pop, full of characters 

both strange and cute at the same time! 
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◆ About Ooga-Chaka 

Ooga-Chaka is the name of a young boy living in a remote southern island who, by accidentally releasing ancient cursed 

masks in the wild, gets bound to the Guardian Mask who gives him the « Emotion power » he needs to repair his terrible 

mistake. This is the story of his journey throughout many islands to purify the cursed masks. 

This story may seem simple and the game easy, but the challenge of this math based puzzle game is real. 

Create powerful attacks by combining « emotions » of the same color together. But, be careful never to let your 

emotion reach a level that is equal to a multiple of 3, in which case the emotion will fade and disappear. 

Your goal is to create the most powerful attacks possible to defeat your opponent while avoiding multiple of 3. 

One last thing to remember is that combining two different emotions together (of a different color) will make the biggest 

of the two shrink down. If its level reaches 0 the emotions cannot be controlled anymore and turns into an obstacle on 

your field. 

Once you’ve reached a satisfying size, simply tap the emotion to shoot it at the cursed mask you are fighting. Its HP 

will diminish accordingly to the level of the emotion you shot. 

Depending on the stage you will have to face, enemies with specific weak points, traps, and other gimmicks that will 

require you to think fast and act carefully. 

Under its mask of cute, pop design « Ooga-Chaka » is a game that holds seriously challenging action puzzle mechanics..! 

 

 

◆  About Thunderbolt Interactive 

Game software developer and publisher based in Nagoya, Japan. 

Our goal is to create products truly original and fun at their heart, that will leave an unforgettable trace in people’s 

mind. 

 

◆  About #Hashtag 

Boys Band unit of 7 members based in Nagoya. 

The band’s name takes its origin in the will of each member to stay at the core of the group they form even if they are 

all apart from each other. 

Its members are: Kaito Ito, Naoki Yoshida, Tetsuya Abe, Takuma Usui, Toshiki Yamauchi, Taishi Kinoshita, Tetta 

Kawasaki (7 members) 

 

 
 

＜URL＞ 
Thunderbolt Interactive LLT                             http://thunderbolt-interactive.net/ 
« Ooga-Chaka » official trailer                      https://youtu.be/pZT27RTE0Wg 
« Ooga-Chaka » official trailer (#Hashtag Ver.)    https://youtu.be/WiZzfc-9txA 
« #Hashtag » official HP                            http://hashtag-official.com/ 
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